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“Life is Full of Risks Anyway, So Why Not Take Them?” 

Lindsay Lohan and Revolutionizing Wild Child Rehab 

 

 On the way out of my place to go snag a pack of cigarettes from the Hackberry 

Lane gas station, my cat escaped to the patches of green and dirt, a landscaping form of 

acne. “Where’s the Adrian,” I shout, a rhetorical question that obviously won’t be 

answered with anything other than his soprano mews. I consider him worthy of his own 

special designation—“The Adrian,” like he’s somehow a unique, anti-Darwinian 

flashback to times when what are now domesticated housecats were wild pack hunters, 

scourging for rats, mice, voles. He still has his claws, so defending himself isn’t a 

problem; it’s the speeding SUV’s blaring “Sweet Home Alabama” that concern me most.  

 Lindsay Lohan, the iconic blonde-to-brunette-back-to-blonde-again teen star who 

made a very rocky and very public transition into adulthood, would have liked my little 

black cat’s personality: compulsive, fraught with uncontrollable behavioral urges, and 

rebellious. Destructive. Filled with an “Attack!” mentality. A darling to many who don’t 

know him, but sometimes incorrigible to those who do. Yet he also is incredibly sweet, 

ready with the uncanny ability to cheer me up in his own feline way.  

 A freak accident during her first ever movie stunt claimed the life of the child star 

of Parent Trap who captured tabloid headlines during her chaotic, alcohol- and drug-

filled early 20s. Last Thursday, just shy of her 29
th

 birthday—and by all accounts clean 

and sober—Lohan was filming Don’t Mess with the Lohan when she fell from a two-
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story building, a plunge that sent her into a two-day coma that eventually left her 3-year-

old daughter motherless and her husband widowed.  

 The Long Island native, since her tumultuous youth, had since become a role 

model for children, volunteering to do PSA’s against alcohol and drug abuse, and 

donating much of the money she made during that hectic period to charities helping 

wayward youth—anonymously, no less. But times weren’t always so productive and 

tranquil for the willowy 5’5” strawberry blonde who made a name for herself earlier last 

decade in films like Mean Girls, Just My Luck, and Herbie Fully Loaded.  

 Lohan became a poster child for personal chaos. She had several stints in rehab 

centers, and those stints weren’t for marijuana. In April 2007, she was pulled over while 

under the influence of alcohol; arresting officers found what they called a “usable” 

amount of cocaine in the car. Just two months after that faux pas, she was pulled over 

again under suspicion of drunk driving; officers again found cocaine, this time in Lohan’s 

pocket. In August, she fessed up to her personal demons, saying, “It is clear to me that 

my life has become completely unmanageable because I am addicted to alcohol and 

drugs.” 

 And although after the infamous 2007 stretch of youthful debauchery Lohan 

relapsed once more in 2011, she remained clean up until her death, a fact that she 

personally, and many Hollywood observers, attribute to the birth of her daughter and her 

marriage to Sasha Baron Cohen, the British comedian who portrays the characters Borat 

and Ali G, among many others.  

 It would be easy just to pass off Lohan’s passing as simply another celebrity 

falling victim (no pun intended) to the rough-and-tumble life of Hollywood’s cadre of 
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young and talented performers. But to do so would ignore the profound positive—yes, 

positive—and revolutionary impact she had on Tinsel Town’s ability to make sure those 

actors, particularly those in their late teens and early 20s, make good decisions.  

 Drawing from her own experiences, Lohan, along with Robert Downey Jr.,  

established a counseling service—hiring some of the world’s best addiction specialists—

to guide up-and-coming actors through troubled waters. She helped lobby the Screen 

Actors Guild, along with Martin Sheen—himself no stranger to addiction—to require in 

their union contracts that performers busted for drug or alcohol infractions had to attend 

rehab. If the offenders did not successfully complete the chosen program, they wouldn’t 

be able to get work, under the revised labor rules.  

 However, anyone can do things publicly to solicit favorable newspaper articles; 

Lohan’s real achievments came from the work she did behind the scenes: volunteering at 

local food banks under false names, and donating untold amounts of her personal wealth 

to charitable causes anonymously. Lohan’s good deeds extended far beyond the glitzy 

streets of Beverly Hills, reaching out to inner-city youth coping with addiction, giving 

unpublicized speeches to high school students about the perils of drug and alcohol abuse, 

and even, under a pseudonym, giving free acting and singing lessons to underprivileged 

children in the Los Angeles metropolitian area.  

 I must admit that, when I first heard of Lohan’s death but before I heard of the 

cause, there was a quick little burst in my heartbeat. Having been out of the tabloids for a 

number of years, I originally thought the former Blender magazine “Trainwreck of the 

Year” had relapsed and overdosed—a tragedy that has befallen Sublime’s Brad Nowell, 

who died, and Nirvana’s Kurt Cobain, who later committed suicide, not to mention 
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countless Hollywood darlings. But her passing, particularly since she was doing 

something she loved, has thrust her into Hollywood martyrdom, something that’s easily 

received but not something that’s easily earned.  

 Lohan will never be remembered as a great actress; at best, although some of her 

movies were box office successes, most were duds. Her best parts were small, tailored 

roles in the likes of Bobby and other low-budget independent films. To call her musical 

skills average would be overly generous, perhaps laughable. But she did what so few 

child stars who cope with addiction are able to do: she came back into the limelight, clean 

and sober, ready to work, ready to make a difference. She did good with her life in front 

of the cameras, and behind-the-scenes. All in all, she made Hollywood seem less 

deplorable, which is more than can be said of her teen queen breatheren.   

  Her downfall from being the Awww-inducing child star of Parent Trap and the 

pannable Freaky Friday to a self-destructive young woman who was often mentioned in 

the same sentence as Britney Spears, Paris Hilton, and Kim Kardashian for her late nights 

and drug- and alcohol-filled exploits made many critics and entertainment reporters 

think—both publicly and privately—she would be dead before 30.  

 Sadly, they were right, but for all the wrong reasons.  
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